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Motivation

 Maldacena’s AdS/CFT correspondence:
    strongly coupled CFT  weakly coupled gravity/string

 Is the correspondence persistent to the opposite regime?

   strongly coupled and strongly curved
      = nonperturbative gravity/string regime

 various approaches:
    tensionless strings, higher-spin AdS gauge theories, string bits,…..
    integrability at large N (cf. Maldacena, Staudacher talks)

 EMERGENT GEOMETRY in this regime??



Highlights of  Results

 study: weakly coupled SUSY SU(2) YM and CP(1) sigma model
         ---- built upon fundamental work of [Gross, Pisarski, Yaffe]
         ---- T>0, SUSY unavailable [contrast to Berenstein’s talk]

 use semiclassical configurations (Wilson loop, INSTANTON)
     as `proxy’ for exposing holography

 instanton moduli space = emergent Euclidean geometry

 ADHM difficult. Instead, adopt Hitchin’s information geometry

 5d AdS space at T=0   ;     5d AdS “black hole” at T>0

 3d AdS space at T=0    ;    3d BTZ “black hole” at T>0

 Lorentzian geometry via Wick rotated moduli space



Near-Horizon Geometry of D3-branes
[Maldacena]

 T=0 (zero-temperature 4d N=4 SYM):

Liouville distance U // 4d scale     

 T>0 (finite-temperature 4d N=4 SYM):

Schwarzschild f (U) = (1 - U4T4)  

 LIOUVILLE COORDINATE “U” RANGES DIFFERENTLY



More on T>0 D3-branes

 leading α’ correction: IIB   γ α’3 (Riem)4

   [Gubser, Klebanov, Tseytlin] [Pawelczyk, Theisen]

    where

                  Notice: corrections are functions of (UT)4 only
                               SO(6) symmetry intact by finite temperature

 At small N, large α’, non-Einstein type:

     (Ricci)mn+ (quantum)mn   + (string)mn   = 0



More on T>0 D1-D5 branes

 AdS3 is special

 At small N,  large α’, non-Einstein type:

   (Ricci)mn   + (quantum)mn   = 0

  3-dim: (string)mn =0      because  (Weyl) = 0

 BTZ black hole = exact to all orders in α’ expansion



Where We Are Heading to ….. 
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Hints from Polyakov Loops
[SJR, Theisen, Yee] [Brandhuber, Itzhaki, Sonnenschein, Yankielowicz]

 N=4 SYM at T=0 versus T>0

 T=0: Coulomb phase
   (universal at 2nd-order critical point)

 T>0: Debye electric screening:

   SYM: free quark beyond

    AdS: “strings melt/dissociate at black-hole horizon”  at 1/T
              [Unruh temperature = Hagedorn temperature]

                                  :  weak coupling   strong coupling



So, upshot is: 
Seeing Debye Screening is Seeing BH Horizon

 Really?

 At weak coupling (thermal pert. theory):
                    MDebye ~ gYM T        <<     T
   --> Debye scale is submerged below horizon scale

 At strong coupling (AdS/CFT minimal surface):
                    MDebye = const. T       ~      T

 However, subtle: F-string is too light to “see” horizon
             (string fluctuates so wildly near the horizon)
              D-string is somewhat better [Fidowski,Shenker]

 Instead, use SYM instantoninstanton as a proxy as a proxy
  (  (AdSAdS D- D-instantoninstanton --- point in  --- point in spacetimespacetime))



Why Instantons?

  instanton = D-instanton:                        heavy but back reaction ignorabl
e

   can probe emergent spacetime geometry in perturbative regime

  expects Debye screening of instanton E-field:
     [Gross, Pisarski, Yaffe]

   extensively studied in
      Maldacena’s limit [Dorey et.al.], large-N limit, and lattice simulation

  unit charge `t Hooft instanton:



N=4 SYM Side

 Path integral over instanton moduli space [Dorey et.al.]:

  (ρ, a) = instanton size and center coordinates
     ρ ranges [0, oo] for both T= 0 and T>0
   gauge orientation, fermionic coordinates integrated out

                                                over ADHM moduli space

    * T=0: SUSY unbroken

    * T>0: SUSY   broken
          Debye screening



AdS Side

                                                            on AdS5 x S5
 D-instanton induced AdS 16-fermion correlators [Green et.al.]

    *                        = fermion bulk-boundary propagator

    *                                        no potential

   With identification:

       perfect agreement between SYM and AdS
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AdS-BH side

                                                                 on AdS5 BH x S5
 D-instanton induced 16-fermion correlators

     * volume measure the same as T=0
     * no moduli potential at Noo
        Agreement with SYM after identification

BH Horizon detected via U range [0, 1/T]
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To proceed…

 ADHM:
classically: the moduli space is hyper-Kahler
                     ds2 = da2 + dU2 + U2 dΩ2(SU(2))
                            AdS5 sigma model

QM’cally : nonvanishing potential
                  sigma model with potential

 AdS/CFT interpretation:
   sigma model on deformed moduli space without potential
   (AdS5 Schwarzschild BH in strong coupling limit)

 ADHM at T>0 quite complicated (in progress), so proceed with alternative route



Emergent Geometry via Hitchin metric

 At T>0: study effective, emergent geometry of instanton moduli space

 instead of L2-metric, consider “HitchinHitchin’’ss information information metric metric”

   features:
                * manifestly retain conformal invariance

                * can do differential geometry easily

                * potential is represented by curvature of moduli space



Hitchin Geometry at T=0
[Hitchin] [Groisser, Murray], [Hitchin, Murray]

 one instanton in SYM:

 Hitchin’s information metric on instanton moduli space

     -- “manifestly” gauge invariant
     -- depends only on conformal structure of M4



Warning:

 Hitchin’s metric vs. L2-metric

                             -not a substitute but a “quick fix”



Hitchin geometry at T=0 (cont’d)

 computing the components, find
             ds2 = c2 [da2 + dρ2] / ρ2                  Anti-de Sitter5

  geometric meaning:

       -- bulk-boundary propagator for massless bulk scalar
     -- can reconstruct massive bulk scalar cases:

     -- multi-center instantons: multi-point propagator

                                                    independent of x in M4
        -- Hamilton-Jacobi equation for geodesic flow
  perturbation = linearized Einstein equation [Gava, Narain, Thompson]



SYM Instanton at T > 0

 instanton on R3 x S:

  large gauge transf:

 resummation of ring diagrams
    potential for Polyakov loop ~ g2

YM T2 A0
2 +…. = Mel

2 A0
2+…..

    only instantons with trivial holonomy physically relevant

 periodic instanton via infinite array of T=0 instanton along t-direction



SYM Instanton at T>0 (cont’d)
[Gross, Pisarski, Yaffe]

 long  distance:

    self-dual dyon (dense array of instantons in t-direction)

 short distance:

     -- T=0 instanton interpretation
     -- exactly the same relation as ADHM construction
     -- important:



Hitchin Geometry of T>0 Instanton

  compute  Hitchin metric GAB (numerically) from

 compare with AdS black hole (strong coupling result):

 Gii(U) : functional form is unaffected from AdS to BH
             U-coordinate = [0, 1/T]  Gii = [T2, oo]

 Comparing this with

   we identify



Metric component:  Gii T = 1/(2π
)

Functional form fits nicely with identification  U = ρΤ !!



 Numerical fit:

 Identify relation between SYM ρ  and  AdS U

 Metric:

 Horizon:



What about  GUU ?

Compute first Gρρ, then change variables to U



 numerical fit:

 change coordinates:      ρ  U = ρT

  R(U) deviation from Schwarzschild factor (1 – U4T4)−1

       interpretation: resummed string + quantum corrections

 simple pole at  U = 1/T (horizon) universally (from Jacobian)



What about Gtt(U) ?



 numerical fit:

 proper coordinates:      ρ  U = ρT

  T(U): deviation from Schwarzschild factor (1 – T4U4)
    interpretation: resummed stringy + quantum corrections

  double zero at  U = 1/T (horizon) universally (from Jacobian)
    double-zero also from asymptotic expansion



Emergent Geometry

 string + quantum corrected:

 expect S5 geometry to emerge as well from fermionic coordinate depend
ences

    (based on related observations made earlier in [Britto, Feng, Lunin, SJR])
     --- in progress



Exact Result for 2d CFT

 CFT2 = K3 or T4 symmetric product sigma model
  D1-D5 system wrapped on T4
  low-energy: 2d (4,4) quiver gauge theory of U(Q1)xU(Q5)
 with FI deformation ζ, moduli space is the cotangent  bundle
   of hyperkahler manifold CP(Q1Q5-1) [Seiberg, Witten]
    [e.g. for Q1Q5 =2, Eguchi-Hanson space]
  with ζ  0,

 Higgs branch of the quiver gauge theory
U(1) gauged linear sigma model on resolved moduli space M
 nonlinear sigma model on resolved moduli space M



“worldsheet” instanton at T=0

  use “worldsheet” instanton to 2-cycles inside the base
     CP(Q1Q5-1) for probing emergent geometry
  well-known CP(N-1) holomorphic instantons

 Instanton solution at T=0

 Zo = center, ρ = size,    ρ/|ρ| = SU(N) orientation



AdS3 from T=0 holomorphic instanton

 Lagrangian density of holomorphic instanton

 Hitchin’s metric computed

 Emergent Euclidean AdS3 spacetime



“worldsheet” instanton at T>0

  for T>0, time direction compactified on S1
  T>0 periodic instanton from periodic array of T=0 instantons

 zero modes: u = SU(N) rotation, ρ, v not directly related to size
 SU(N) rotation can set
 NOTE: relatable to T=0 instanton by conformal mapping:

  instanton size ρ  is limited to the range [0, 1]!



AdS3 from T> 0 holomorphic instanton

 sufficient to substitute to T=0 Hitchin’s metric

 change of variables a= 1/r leads to

 emergent BTZ black hole (high temperature limit)



Lorentzian Geometry via Wick Rotation

 Wick rotation is a well-defined notion in CFT
 Wick rotated solution = complex solution
 a possible interpretation [Duff, Isham + many others]
    ----  the matrix element of the field operators between the vacuum st

ate and a coherent state of spin=1 quanta of definite helicity
 Wick rotation of moduli space is then meaningful
 horizon and singularity of black holes at strong curvature and strong

coupling regime can be studied entirely from CFT side



Conclusion



Viewed from gravity/string side⋯⋯

Average configuration

Strong string/gravity

Weak string/gravity


